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A well-maintained aquarium is like a piece of art. While it possesses intrinsic
beauty, aquariums are highlighted best when properly displayed.
The new generation of aquarium stands and canopies are designed to offer hobbyists both aesthetic and practical benefits.
Discover how aquarium stands and canopies add to the form and function of aquariums.

Beautiful and practical aquarium furniture
Just like a picture frame elevates artwork to make a statement, stylish aquarium
furniture enhances the beauty of aquariums. As a testament to the time and
effort put in by the hobbyist, aquariums deserve recognition and should be a
pleasure to view. When placed in a prominent location and displayed upon
aquarium furniture, aquariums become a true focal point and motivate
hobbyists to take proper care.
In contrast, aquariums placed in awkward or out-of-the-way locations may not
receive the care or attention they deserve. Poorly located aquariums are often
neglected and instances of fish disease or equipment malfunction can remain
unnoticed. By showcasing aquariums with aquarium furniture, hobbyists are
able to provide proper care for their aquariums. Furthermore, friends and family
are also able to enjoy the results. To ensure the best care, locate aquariums
where they are accessible for regular and convenient maintenance.

Functional features
Though designed aesthetically to blend
in with home interiors, aquarium
furniture does not compromise
functionality for the aquarist. Generous
cabinet space and convenient access
doors allow installation and
concealment of bulky filtration devices
and other aquarium equipment. Many
models feature built-in shelves or drawers to provide additional storage and easy
access to food, supplements, and other aquarium essentials. By keeping these items
in one convenient location, aquarium stands offer a practical way to inventory
frequently used supplies.

Related Information
How to Choose the
Right Aquarium
How to Successfully
Move Your Aquarium
How to Showcase Your
Aquarium Fish
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